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Microfinance and Social Entrepreneurship: 
South Pacific Business Development Foundation 

Introduction 

At the end of 2004 Greg Casagrande, Founder and President of the South Pacific 
Development Foundation, had a decision to make. Who should he hire to replace Minh Lai, his 
departing general manager? He had hired Lai two years earlier, even though he had no experience 
with microfinance and was from Vietnam by way of Canada and an investment banking career. Lai 
had built on the reforms that Casagrande himself had instituted after a disastrous first year under 
the management of a Samoan with political ambitions, who left the organization in shambles. In 
2002 active membership was low and only 400 loans valued at 494,957 tala (Table 1).1 With Lai at 
the helm, SPBD began to show new signs of life. In a short period he was able to increase the 
organization�s membership base from 647 active clients in 2003 to 2,511 members in 2004 and 
decrease the portfolio-at-risk (PAR) ratio to a remarkable 1.7 percent during that same time period, 
an impressive achievement given that only three years previous the same metric had been as high 
as 49.9 percent (Table 2).  

However, the road to improvement was far from easy and questions remained about the 
future of SPBD: 

•  Was SPBD having its intended impact on the lives of its women clients? 

•  Would SPBD reach its goal of financial self-sufficiency by 2006? 

                                                           
1  As of December 31, 2004 US$1 = 2.64 tala. 
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Casagrande�s decision about who to hire next had to take into account the organization�s 
past history and its goals of impacting the lives of its clients and achieving self-sufficiency. Should 
he replace Lai with a local or a palegi (a non-Samoan)? What qualifications and experience should 
the new manager have?  

Samoan Economy and Culture  

In 1914 �New Zealand occupied the German protectorate of Western Samoa. It continued 
to administer the islands as a mandate and then as a trust territory until 1962, when the islands 
became the first Polynesian nation to re-establish independence in the 20th century. The country 
dropped the �Western� from its name in 19972. 

A small island nation in the South Pacific, Samoa had a population of 199,0003 living in 
22,000 households. Most people lived on one of the two main islands, Upolu and Savai�i (Figure 1) 
-- the majority in small rural villages along the coasts on the fringe of the mountainous interior. 
Ethnic Samoans, who are Polynesians, made up 93 percent of the population. Europeans accounted 
for 0.4 percent. The remaining seven percent were people of mixed Polynesian and European 
blood4 and nearly 30 percent were under 15 years of age.  

Samoa was classified as one of the 49 Least Developed Countries by the United Nations 
due to its extreme vulnerability to natural disasters such as tsunamis and cyclones. According to 
the 1999 Poverty Strategies Initiative of Samoa, a study conducted by the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and South Pacific Commission, 48 percent of all Samoan 
families lived below the poverty line. Poverty was widespread throughout Samoa, although it was 
most heavily concentrated on the more rural island of Savai�i where 55 percent of the population 
lived in poverty. Overall, 75 percent of Samoans were involved in subsistence agriculture; few 
major employers provided traditional waged employment; the economy was very dependent on 
foreign aid; and the brightest minds often migrated to New Zealand, Australia and the United 
States to pursue better opportunities.  

At the end of the third quarter of 2004, Samoa�s GDP was just under US $1 billion with a 

per capita GDP of US $5,5475. The GDP real growth rate in 2003 was 3.5 percent. With 200,000 
Samoans living abroad�more than in country�remittances from overseas Samoans account for 
about 20 percent of the GDP�almost five times the size of exports and over twice its tourism 
receipts. Approximately 90 percent of land in Samoa was customary land�owned by a clan or 
family, thus there is no individual title or ownership to use as collateral in business transactions. 

                                                           
2  U.S. State Department, http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2004/41658.htm 
3  Asian Development Bank Estimate 
4  http://www.spbd.ws/index.htm 
5  Ministry of Finance, Samoa, Quarterly Economic Review Issue 26, http://www.mof.gov.ws/uploads/3q04.pdf 
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According to Leota Laki Lamositele-Sio, Project Manager of the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) Small Business Development Project (a project based in the Ministry of Finance), the 
business sector in Samoa was divided into two segments: micro and small enterprise where each 
segment was defined as follows:  

•  Small business: family owned, regular income stream, employed up to 5 people, 
average salary of 100�500 tala per day. 

•  Micro business: irregular income earning�money was earned sporadically or 
seasonally; owned by one person; income of 5�100 tala per day; with an asset base 
of 500 tala.6  

The total combined market size of small and micro businesses was approximately 9,000 in 
2004 as estimated by the 5,000 registered businesses documented by the Ministry of Revenues and 
the additional 4,000 micro enterprises funded through microfinance organizations.7  

Samoan culture influenced daily life both in the rural villages and the city. Fa’a Samoa, the 
Samoan way, was characterized by strong ties and obligations to extended family, village or clan; 
high respect for authority; generous sharing, and a deep spirituality. Nearly the entire island was 
Christian (99 percent), with each village having at least half a dozen different denominations of 
churches. Order in the villages was maintained by traditional councils of matai or chiefs. Although 
the majority of matai were male, increasingly, more women were receiving matai titles as their 
economic status increase. Legally, only matais were eligible to run for Parliament. 

Traditionally, women enjoyed �high status� within Samoan culture.8 In addition to the 
council of chiefs, each village had a Women�s Committee comprised of every woman in the village. 
The Women�s Committee led critical village projects related to health, education, and families�for 
example, building new schools, health centers, and overseeing fundraising projects As Leota Laki 
Lamositele-Sio noted �Our society is male dominated but there is massive empowerment of 
women in Samoa.� Kilali Alailima, Development Programme Coordinator at New Zealand Aid 
(NZ Aid) and a female matai, described how the male dominance in matai councils were balanced 
by the Women�s Committee: �There are two villages here: the village of the women and the village 
of the men. We have equal standing. If the men declare that they want us to do something, we have 
the option to reject.� Women�s leadership roles in the country had increased�especially in the 
number of women in management positions, as CEO�s, and in public leadership.  

Fa’a Lavi Lavi was a strong cultural obligation that Samoans openly honored, whether they 
lived in the villages or the city. Under fa’a lavi lavi family and village members were required to 

                                                           
6  Interview.  
7  Interview.  
8  Samoa NGO Shadow Report 2004, p. 1 
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contribute to a funeral, wedding, or community need, when asked by a matai. Kilali Alailima of NZ 
Aid described it as �it�s your social security and your safety net. But if you look at it from a pure 
business sense, it�s a liability. If someone asks you for money, you�re obliged to give money. But 
it�s an investment. � The community economy is not well understood by outsiders.� Financially, 
fa’a lavi lavi obligations had an impact on a family and community resources. It was not unusal, for 
example, for funerals, to cost 50,000 tala. One woman explained: �If a family talks about fa’a lavi lavi 
and the matai says every couple must bring 200 tala, we bring it. We do. It�s hard, but we deliver.� 
Moreover, financial obligations to give bled into the religious life as well. It was a well-accepted 
practice that churches publicly announced the names and amounts of donations to encourage 
giving. In a country with out welfare assistance, fa’a lavi lavi provided the financial support that the 
formal public system could not, but through traditional means. Paul Meredith of the Ministry of 
Finance remarked �FaSamoa is a safety net, but also can lead to destitution.�  

Microfinance in Samoa  

Microfinance in Samoa in 2004 was in its infancy stage, with only three major microfinance 
institutions (MFI) in the nascent sector. Misa Telefoni, Samoa�s Deputy Prime Minister, remarked 
on the government�s responsibility to assist these MFIs: 

Our role is to ensure that microfinance organizations thrive here because 
they�re doing exactly what my main intention is for the economy which is 
to build up the lower echelons and the people who wouldn�t even walk 
into the door of a commercial bank. Microfinance is an innovative way of 
helping the lost sector. It offers an opportunity for people not only to raise 
their living standards but their self-esteem and that comes from being able 
to earn your living and work your own way up. 

Although only two MFIs other than SPBD offered similar services, microfinance was not 
new to Samoa. A number of organizations�including UNDP and the Bank of Samoa�had tried 
launching microfinance initiatives in the early 1990�s, but failed due to lack of training, poor 
planning, insufficient monitoring and a naïveté about how to adapt microfinance models from 
other regions to the unique cultural setting in Samoa. Leota said of the past failures that �people 
thought it was a hand out.� In 1999-2000, the Government of Samoa and the ADB conducted a 
feasibility study on microfinance to assess the landscape. Out of this study, Women in Business 
Development Inc. (WIBDI) and Small Business Enterprise Center (SBEC) were identified as the two 
organizations that would receive loan guarantees from ADB. Through this scheme, the 
Government of Samoa borrows from ADB and guarantees loans.  
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Small Business Enterprise Centre (SBEC)  

The mission of the Small Business Enterprise Centre (SBEC), a community-based 
organization established in 1994 with the assistance of the New Zealand government was �to 
encourage sustainable private sector small business development and growth throughout Samoa�. 
SBEC Samoa was modeled after a similar program in New Zealand and two other similar centers 
were established in the Cook Islands and the Solomon Islands. One of the objectives of SBEC was 
to bridge the gap in access to credit by small businesses. To that end it administered a Small Loans 
Guarantee Scheme with three commercial banks and the Development Bank of Samoa. The Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) in 2002, as part of its Small Business Development Project, added its 
support to the scheme and expanded on it. According to Director, Maria Melei, SBEC provided 
three core services to clients:  

1. Business advisory services;  

2. Small business loan guarantees; and  

3. Basic business management training.  

Under the guarantee scheme, SBEC supported loans to men and women operating small businesses 
and also provided training in topics like basic business management, reporting, marketing, and 
financial management. The maximum loan for first time clients was $20,000, with second tier 
financing offered to repeat clients up to $50,000, mainly for expansion or diversification. It offered 
the guarantee through its relationships with commercial banks, and screened its clients through 
rigorous requirements that met their lending requirements. For example, in addition to 
demonstrating an already viable and profitable business, clients had to have a bank account. Loans 
could not be used for consumption. SBEC collaborated with microfinance organizations to 
�graduate� their clients to its loan products. At the end of February 2005, SBEC had a total of 318 
clients under its loan guarantee scheme, providing guarantees to the value of SAT$3.5 million for 
loan advances valued at SAT$5.0 million. SBEC reported that arrears averaged between 25-30 
percent of its portfolio. 

Women in Business Development Incorporated (WIB) 

In 1998 WIBDI began using traditional microfinance peer-lending, which failed. In 2005, 
rather than issuing only debt, WIB worked with members to develop specific products and helped 
them find external markets. It funded families, not just women, and trained members to produce 
products in fine mats, beehives, coconut oils, organic farming and handicrafts. Executive Director, 
Adi Maimalaga Tafunai, explained WIB�s model as follows: �It�s really unfair to expect someone 
who doesn�t have money anyway, who doesn�t have cash and we expect them to go into debt as a 
way of developing them. That�s why WIB has developed a project along with microfinance to give 
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them a viable option for income-earning.� Ultimately, WIB believed that the Grameen model was 
not feasible because �using a group and utilizing peer pressure does not work in Samoa.� In their 
2003-2004 Annual Report, the organization wrote:  

At WIBDI we realized that after two failed attempts at resolving loan 
schemes that the situations of the Asian communities were so different to 
the Samoan situation that our approach had to be changed to something 
our communities could relate and respond to. The peer group is central to 
the Grameen model. In Samoa, we found that the peer group did not work 
in the rural areas, as people were not used to earning any cash. Most, if not 
all, of the cash they got was earned by another family member. With no 
income generating activities and thus no cash to be earned, there was no 
way that loan repayments could be sustained.  

As of May 2004, WIB had 364 savers versus 79 in 1991. 1,234 people, 98 percent of whom 
were women, had benefited from their services in 176 villages. As of March 2004, loans disbursed 
totaled US $63,183. 

Commercial Banks and Unsecured Lenders 

In recent years, all of the major banks in Samoa�Australia and New Zealand Banking 
Group Limited (ANZ), WestPac, the Development Bank of Samoa, Samoa Commercial Bank and 
Bank of Samoa�had begun offering unsecured loans to customers (Table 3). These loans were not 
limited to small businesses, but were used, for the most part, for consumption and fa’a lavi lavi. 
Both men and women could borrow. Banks viewed unsecured loans as high-risk, high cost, and 
unprofitable. But the need to offer consumption loans was especially critical for foreign banks like 
ANZ and WestPac. To operate in Samoa, they needed to demonstrate that they offered products 
that met the needs of local people.  

If Samoans could not meet the criteria of the banks, they borrowed from informal lenders 
who charged an annualized rate in excess of 60 percent9 and attached heavy monthly penalties for 
nonpayment. Banks and MFIs viewed such institutions to be predatory lenders.  

SPBD: Turmoil and Recovery 

SPBD started making small, unsecured loans starting at 300 tala in 2000 to groups of 5 
borrowers, through village centers that were composed of between 3 and 6 groups. It replicated the 
Grameen model in its organizational structure, its use of the peer group guarantee to manage risk, 

                                                           
9  E-mail correspondence with Greg Casagrande. 
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and its focus on discipline. It asked members to say a pledge committing themselves to SPBD and 
to adhere to 12 �decisions.� (Figures 2 and 3) 

In its first year, SPBD lent to both men and women. As of September 2000, nine months 
into operations, when 75-80 percent of the members were female, the organizational troubles 
began. American businessman Gregory Casagrande, the founder and president of the MFI, had 
hired a well-respected local leader with an MBA from the United States to be the first general 
manager of SPBD. However, when Casagrande did not receive the August and September 2000 
portfolio reports until October, he became suspicious. When the reports revealed skyrocketing 
delinquencies, Casagrande ordered the cessation of all lending activities and flew to Samoa from 
his home base in New Zealand to get a firsthand look at the problems. He found significant 
breakdown in many loan disbursement processes and control features and he began to question the 
motivations and integrity of his general manager. 

During the crisis the manager suggested to Casagrande that SPBD move to funding only 
women. Casagrande agreed, noting that women demonstrated better repayment rates, attendance, 
on-time payment at the meetings, a stronger willingness to enforce the group guarantee and did 
not �pull cultural rank over our female CMs.� (Table 4) He added, � � the men�s poor repayment 
rate and the extra effort required by CMs to get payments from them, meant that the business 
decision to focus on women was also a good financial decision.� Furthermore, Casagrande felt that 
SPBD could have a greater development impact by focusing on women. He explained: 

SPBD Foundation began with a focus on women but not exclusively. My 
interest in working primarily with women was spurred on by 
international development literature which suggested that a dollar 
invested in a woman yields a bigger developmental impact than a dollar 
invested in a guy. At the end of the day, I started SPBD Foundation to 
make a positive impact upon the poor. If investing in women was going to 
yield the biggest impact, then that�s where I wanted our limited resources 
to be focused. I was also mindful that I was not an expert on Samoan 
society and did not want to upset any locals, hence I thought that keeping 
it open to men, but focusing on women was the safest strategy � 
[A]necdotal evidence suggested that women were passing on more 
benefits to their families than the men who tended to spend more money 
on drinking and smoking, socializing and gift-giving. 

Both male and female Center Managers agreed that SPBD was more successful in lending 
only to women. Center Manager Ken commented: 

If men are allowed in the program, they are tough. If a CM faced a man, 
they would be tough and not pay. If a CM faces a woman, it is very easy. 
She takes what I say. For example, if I�m a CM and I tell a man to pay his 
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payment, he might fight me. But women understand. They will listen. 
Samoan men are tough guys. If a man cannot be in at the center, maybe he 
goes out drinking or smoking when the money is disbursed. But a woman 
always thinks first of family and kids. Men are spending too much. They 
don�t think first this is for the kids. They�re always drinking, smoking. 
When it�s time for a payment, there�s no money. But women thinking 
family first, kids first. 

Male Center Manager Polevia observed, �When they give the money to the men, they do 
the business, and stop in 2 weeks. But the women do the business. It�s the women�s mentality. 
They�re working hard. They don�t give up early. Some men do.� Tae Anasapi, an SPBD client and 
center chief of one of the centers in Vaimoso Uta added: �The women can do the program in the 
family. They buy clothes for the kids. It�s different from the men. They share.� 

The decision to lend to women did not solve SPBD�s problems though. Casagrande later 
discovered that the manager had been mixing his political activities with his work at SPBD, 
holding political meetings at the same time as he held center meetings to collect payments and 
disburse loans. This practice caused considerable confusion among the clients, especially as the 
political party�s initials were very similar to, and easily confused with, SPBD�s. Casagrande 
ordered the manager to separate his political activities from his SPBD work and received 
assurances that this would happen. Casagrande then learned that the debt collection firm the 
general manager had hired to collect money from delinquent borrowers was in fact owned by the 
manager and that the fraudulent organization had been using Samoan court letterhead without 
sanction of the court in its correspondence with delinquent borrowers threatening them with court 
action. At that point Casagrande fired the manager and took over the management of SPBD 
himself. 

Casagrande spent the next few months reinstituting the strict discipline required by the 
Grameen model to gain control over SPBD�s internal operations and client relations, while also 
making the rounds of government and other agencies apologizing for the missteps of SPBD�s 
previous general manager in an effort to repair its damaged image.  

Internally, Casagrande strengthened the SPBD team. He dismissed all but two of the 
Center Managers for reasons that ranged from underperformance to stealing from SPBD 
members.10 He then hired three female loan officers as replacements, one of whom was Samoa�s 
first female police officer, Anne. Greg sought her out so that she could specifically manage the 
problematic centers. This strategy allowed the other Center Managers to focus on expanding the 
membership base and controlling performance in their existing centers. In addition, he created new 

                                                           
10  One CM was skimming from loan repayments made by members. When Casagrande uncovered the scam, he 

immediately fired her, reimbursed all members in full for their losses and began legal proceeding against the CM 
that ultimately landed her in jail for two years. 
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loan documents and reviewed and revised existing ones to increase the efficiency and effectiveness 
of Center Managers.  

Next, he built the back-office team by hiring two Samoan women to fill the positions of 
financial manager and accountant. With their help, the back-office was headed towards some 
semblance of order: center statements were enhanced; reporting practices were improved; and the 
invoicing and bill payment systems were upgraded. Casagrande further strengthened human 
resources by instituting such practices as semi-annual performance reviews. Lastly, he significantly 
upgraded internal controls so that unethical acts would not be repeated.  

With respect to client relations, Casagrande mandated that all prospective members score a 
minimum of 80 percent on the training exam to participate in SPBD�s loan program (Figure 4). He 
also designed, implemented and led a two-hour preliminary informational meeting in villages 
where SPBD started new centers. Casagrande explained this new policy: �As I made more visits 
into the villages I began to hear the rumors of SPBD�s association with the mafia, drug money and 
money laundering so I wanted anyone in the village who was interested to participate in these 
meetings. It was important to me that husbands of women, the chiefs and the women themselves�
anyone with a doubt or an interest�know about SPBD�s program and the two-hour talk is a 
fabulous introduction to it.� As part of this effort to renew the relationship with the clients, 
Casagrande developed a new pledge (Figure 5). 

Generally, Casagrande spent a lot of time in the villages explaining the social contract 
between SPBD and its women clients. He visited every village, personally apologizing for any 
wrong-doing committed by previous SPBD staff and guaranteed that SPBD would be around 
�forever and ever� to help Samoan families. He encouraged women to cherish their relationship 
with SPBD like that of a �husband and wife��a partnership where both parties upheld long-term 
promises to one another. Casagrande laid out five pledges that each woman must follow (Figure 5). 
In a style that was a cross between a proud football coach and CEO, Casagrande stressed the 
importance of working hard, professionalism, making meetings on time, upholding the group 
guarantee, and always helping their families. He personally visited businesses and gave women a 
�thumbs up� or slapped them approvingly on the back when he was impressed with their 
entrepreneurship�which was often. 

On the suggestion of a female staff member, who held a matai title, SPBD began to seek 
buy-in from village chiefs before it entered into a particular area. The organization had experienced 
problems with chiefs undermining the success of the program. Because they misunderstood 
SPBD�s intentions, matais dissuaded individuals from loan repayment and consequently harmed 
the quality of the organization�s portfolio. Obtaining their permission before starting a new centre 
in a village helped to gain credibility and respect amongst the village leaders. 
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Some women noted differences in SPBD under the new leadership. Tae Anasapi, a member 
who ran a taro plantation and turkey tail business, received a 2000 tala loan from the first general 
manager and observed changes in SPBD before and during Casagrande�s tenure: �There�s a big 
difference from that time � the other lady [trained under the first manager] was very strict with 
us. She told us many laws. It�s different from now. All Center Managers they try to make the 
centers happy. They try to encourage us. Our Center Managers are good to us.�  

After almost two years rebuilding SPBD, Casagrande was ready to hire a new manager. He 
recruited Lai from a pool of 40 applicants. He spent many hours interviewing Lai over the phone, 
but never met him in person. Lai had no experience running an MFI. Lai stated, �I took over in 
2003 and in 2003 we started to grow again. Loan issues in 2003 doubled from 2002. The volume of 
loans tripled and the value of the loans also increased. This was the time to retrain loan staff on risk 
management, tighten controls and make changes. In 2003, we aimed for two percent of PAR, but in 
2003 we achieved 1.7 percent and 0.2 percent in 2004.� Lai attributed his success to the operational 
changes he put in place. These changes introduced a more rigorous, standardized, but shorter staff 
training program; less travel time for Center Managers; a more streamlined loan application 
process (Figure 6); and written credit policies to which staff could easily refer. He also 
implemented a new 4-month loan product in addition to the existing 52-week product, which not 
only provided clients with another loan option but also improved SPBD�s ability to manage its 
risks (Table 5). 

Impact on Clients 

Throughout the upheavals both within the organization and in its relations to its clients, 
SPBD was still trying to have a positive impact on the lives of its members. Although SPBD funded 
women specifically, the organization�s services benefited her entire family including the husband. 
Often, women set up business with their husbands especially in activities that required physical 
labor like fishing, taro plantations, vegetable cutting, and in one case, coffin construction. Polevia 
explained that �the loan goes to the woman but some women give it to the husband and they do 
the business.�  

CMs and clients reported different degrees to which husbands were involved in loan 
management within a household. Center Manager Rica observed many cases in which the husband 
took the money. In one case, she had to track down and confront a husband to pay back the loan 
when he would not give his wife any money for the group meetings. Rica recalled: 

Most of them, their husbands keep all the money. They have to ask their 
husband as soon as the payment days come to give them the repayments. 
So some of the women, come to the center without a payment due to the 
problems with her and the husband, so I have to go to her place and talk it 
over with the husband and then the husband agrees that nothing will ever 
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be a problem again � After setting up the business, the husbands takes 
care of the money, he keeps it. So we�re trying our best to teach them how 
to budget, how to depend on themselves instead of depending on their 
husbands. Because most of the women we�re dealing with are uneducated. 
It�s very hard to get a message through. So we need a lot of time to train 
them. 

But many female clients described a different scenario in which they managed the loan, 
even if their husband helped with their business: 

I can find the money to pay the loan. My husband doesn�t need to help me. 
Only me. 

I share with my husband. I get the loan and I ask my husband �What do you 
want to do with this money?� I talk to him first. He says �Buy fertilizer and 
seeds for the taro plantation.’ We share that money. But I keep the money. 
We share our mind. He tells me what he wants. I hold the money. It�s my 
loan. Everything he wants, I buy it. He doesn�t buy . �My husband is a 
helpful man. He is not loose. He doesn�t want to spend the money on 
something that does not earn money. 

I know all of (the women in the center) The women always hold the 
money. If they haven�t got the payment at the time, their husbands help 
them. For example, if the cabbage is not ready, they help them.  

My husband helps me. He works to help my business. �He makes the ice 
cakes. He makes bottle water. He does all things. The loan was my idea. I 
told my husband to go and find some money to help pay my loan. I have a 
helpful husband � I own the loan. I make decisions about the money.  

In addition to investing in their businesses, SPBD clients provided for their families with 
the loans. Sefula, who ran a food stall explained that she supports her entire family from the daily 
profit of 90 tala, �All the money for my family comes from the business. My husband doesn�t 
work.� Another SPBD client, a 35-year-old woman, explained that she was the primary care giver 
for her extended family in addition to her own: “I�m feeding my family, my parents, my young 
brother, my sister, my husband and the kids. My sister is a nurse. I pay off the water, telephone 
and power. I feed them all with my garden. I feed my whole family.�  

In terms of impact, women clients praised SPBD for its positive contributions to their 
businesses, increased business knowledge, and their access to credit that they otherwise lacked: 

SPBD is very good because other banks want some lands, a car�then you 
can guarantee loans. But I have nothing at all. But at SPBD, group 
guarantee can support me even though I have no assets. 
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I never made money before SPBD. I�m a poor lady. After SPBD, I�m alright 
now. 

SPBD is better because Center Managers come every week to collect 
payment and that�s better for me. But with [my previous bank] I had to go 
there and pay for transport so I stopped. 

It�s hard to get loans from other places. I have to do more things with the 
other banks. To get a loan from National Bank is hard. They need a lot of 
certificates to get a loan from the National Bank, but not with SPBD. We 
need 5 people to sign our loan, but not SPBD. 

I used to sell pancakes only and then with help of loan it became a bigger 
shop. 

SPBD gave us a very good opportunity to gain certain business because it 
gives us opportunities and chances because it let�s us stand on our own 
two feet and gives us hope to establish something we�re dreaming of. It�s a 
dream come true. Some members don�t think they�re entitled to this 
money. For example, some members worked in a plantation and didn�t see 
a future, but SPBD gave them an opportunity to teach them to sell taro and 
make money out of it. 

It�s the easiest place. You don�t need guarantors or deeds. I can�t get loans 
anywhere else. 

From the bank, it�s easy to spend money because I think, �I have money. 
That�s my money.’ But SPBD, that money is not for me. That�s for my 
stock. It�s not for me. I�m the owner. I know that�s for the stock. The food 
comes after. I never take from my stock to eat. That�s the difference from 
the bank. If I want to join SPBD, they train us first. Then we learn don�t 
spend money on food. Spend it on stock. I have a book for the stock and I 
write money for income and out come. I keep a budget.  

Now I am owner of the business. I make my own money. It�s my own. If I 
work for the government, there are other people who command me; I�m 
just a junior staff. There is someone above me. I make my own money. No 
one is after me. I make my own money. It�s my own money. It�s my SPBD. 
It�s my money. 

I used to not use the money wisely. Now I do. My CM and the group 
taught me�how to save, how to expense. I did not do that before. I was 
thinking about it. But I did not do it. Sometimes, I put 100 tala in the bank 
and take it out for a dress. I never put the money back in.  
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I get knowledge for free from SPBD. I am getting free knowledge without 
paying her any money. I am not paying school fees. But from that 
knowledge, I am going to get bigger gardens. 

But there were also critics, who questioned the businesses that SPBD funds arguing that 
they are either too small to grow to scale or achieve sustainability once loans are repaid. A critic at 
the UNDP described the rise and fall of a SPBD-funded shop that a woman set up under a mango 
tree at the cross-roads near her office: �She went gung-ho. Then I don�t know what happened. The 
store dismantled after one month. Next thing you know they went back to what they were doing 
before�just a table with vegetables. I have a suspicion that this is happening all around. So you 
wonder, what happened? It�s stagnant, not growing.� 

Adi Maimalaga Tafunai, Director of Women in Business, critiqued: 

They do the Grameen bank model and they train these people for two 
weeks and they all focused on the same business idea. When the training 
was finished, they got their loans and set-up their own businesses all in the 
same thing. In one village, they had barbeque on the two sides of the road. 
In another village, they all did baking. In another village, they all set-up 
retail shops. Those things are not sustainable because these people are not 
trained in how to manage the money that they earn. Because what you 
find here is that as soon as there is a fa’a lavi lavi, the last priority is loan 
repayments or the savings. Whatever money that they have will just go to 
the fa’a lavi lavi and then there�s nothing left to go into the business.  

Another critic questioned SPBD�s key premise that it was contributing to women�s 
economic impendence. These skeptics argued that microfinance encouraged poor people who, in 
many cases, were already burdened with high debt and a tendency to borrow and live beyond their 
means to take on more debt in a high-risk and unsustainable operation. These skeptics asked: Is 
SPBD encouraging women to manage and borrow money safely or does it encourage additional borrowing? 
A critic at an international multilateral organization asked, �A lot of women who failed SPBD are 
going to WIB to pay off their loans. If they are using loans to pay back one another, what�s 
happening to the business?� Finally, some doubted the sources that women were using to repay 
loans; for example, were they drawing upon money from other sources like their husband�s work 
or remittances from overseas to meet weekly payments when businesses do not cover costs?  

Client-Staff Relations 

Although all of SPBD�s back office staff were women, the Center Managers were both men 
and women (Table 4). Staff disagreed about whether or not the gender of a Center Manager 
affected their relationships with clients, center effectiveness or loan performance. Ultimately, most 
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agreed that the �personality� of the Center Manager was the most influential factor of a center�s 
success not whether a CM was male or female.  

But men and women CMs clearly differed in how they related to clients, who were nearly 
all women. Polevia, a male Center Manager, believed that �it doesn�t matter if the CM is a man or 
woman� but stressed that he did not get involved in any of his clients� personal problems, �I say 
that I�m only here for business. I�m only here for the job. If there are family problems, I tell them, 
�Go solve it with your family. Get your family together and talk about it.�� Ken, another male CM also 
described boundaries that he set for his members, �I encourage them. But there�s a limit between 
me and my members. I don�t yell at them. I just encourage them. I tell them to be on time. But 
there�s a limit.� In contrast, Rica, a female Center Manager, described her relationship with her 
clients this way: 

Women can easily talk over their problems with another woman, rather 
than facing a man. � It�s just because we�re the only women Center 
Managers, we can easily associate with them. We know what their 
problems are because we are in the same boat. We are woman and they are 
woman. So we can relate. Probably some times it is hard for them to get 
through with the boys (male Center Managers) coming over to see them, 
unless the boys have good techniques with them. Some open up to the 
boys, but not all of them. It might be hard for them. The husbands might 
get mad at them if they share the problems. 

Clients did not openly express a preference between male or female CMs. However, some 
staff members believed that male CMs were effective because the women in the village enjoyed 
attention from men. Pentito, another male CM admitted, �Women clients joke that they like males 
visiting them;� while Tosca, a female CM commented, �I think most women prefer male CMs.� 
Volunteer Rod Reagan attributed the success of male Center Manager to gender dynamics: �In 
terms of the staff, women are more reliable. But with the guys as the CM, they did a better job. 
They were very forceful. They commanded respect and they were very respected.�  

The Quest for Sustainability  

Despite the progress made in 2003 and 2004, at the end of Lai�s term SPBD�s future was 
still uncertain. The organization was not covering its costs and its staff productivity was still below 
its target of 375 clients per staff (Table 6). As a result, it continued losing money (Table 7). Skeptics 
in the lending and development community in Samoa questioned the sustainability of SPBD�s 
model especially given the history of failed organizations that pre-dated SPBD. Along with 
questions about the sustainability of the businesses funded, there were concerns about the high 
costs of operations and the reliance on donor funds. Andrew Holford, Head of Business Financial 
Services from ANZ bank, questioned: 
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SPBD as a stand alone proposition doesn�t make any money. It�s a very 
labor-intensive product. It�s funded through donations. They haven�t 
gotten to the critical level to meet fixed costs. It needs donations to keep it 
afloat. If donors dry up, they won�t have cash to meet costs. 

Savings Product 

As part of the push towards sustainability, Lai introduced a pilot savings product in 
summer 2004 and launched the program full-scale in October 2004. SPBD had always sought to 
introduce a savings program, but initially was prevented by the Central Bank of Samoa, which had 
witnessed past failures of organizations that tried to lend out money from savings and ultimately 
went bankrupt. Ultimately, Casagrande�s strong relationships with the government and support 
from a micro-savings program in Fiji persuaded the Central Bank to reconsider.  

In summer 2004, Jorge Torres, an intern from Harvard�s John F. Kennedy School of 
Government and former McKinsey consultant, joined SPBD with the specific task of designing and 
launching the micro-savings product. He said, �They wanted the program to be a source of funds 
to re-loan the money. That was my task.�  

Although the Central Bank had long questioned the viability of the savings program, they 
did not interfere with its design. Torres recalled: �Greg told me that they wanted to provide 
savings to help family prepare for fa’a lavi lavi and against natural disaster so they said, �We�ll let 
you do pilot program, but won�t be official.� They didn�t give us any restrictions. They gave us a lot 
of freedom for the pilot program and then they would see how to regulate us. But they did not 
know how they would regulate us. They were very skeptical.�  

Lai and Torres developed a savings program that utilized a key partnership with one of 
SPBD�s strongest partners and supporters, WestPac Bank. The program was designed so that all 
deposits were aggregated into one savings account at WestPac, thus circumventing any restrictions 
that SPBD could not take deposits because it was a nonprofit and not a regulated financial 
institution. SPBD negotiated an agreement that for every 1,000 tala in deposits, WestPac would 
loan SPBD 1,500 tala. The savings program created a win-win for both SPBD and WestPac. SPBD 
gained credibility in the eyes of the Central Bank and provided a savings product at low cost, while 
WestPac gained access to funds that it otherwise never could have obtained due to lack of access to 
villages. As Torres summarized, �We told them. �Look, we are going to go to the villages for you. 
We are going to collect the money and deposit it in one account in your bank.�� 

James Lowrey, Senior Business Banking Manager of WestPac, welcomed the savings 
program, �Our corporate social responsibility should be to improve the financial responsibility of 
this country.  � With the savings program, we�re being a good corporate citizen. We�re getting 
deposit funds and commencing relationships with SPBD customers who will graduate and need 
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commercial banks. They come pre-screened to us which aligns with our small business strategies 
without the risk.� He admitted that SPBD assumed a role and risks that �a bank would never have 
taken.� Operationally, the challenge of the savings program was how to grow it to scale without 
adding extra costs especially in labor to the already resource-strapped program. Torres explained 
how it was structured: 

We wanted this program to be cheap. We did not want to spend extra 
money running it. So we leveraged the existing operations for loans�the 
Center Managers. At the end of their visit when they finished collecting 
payments, they would ask villagers who wanted to save.  

Collaborating with WestPac and SPBD staff, Torres created a program that drew upon best 
practices of micro-savings internationally, but was tailored to the operational needs of SPBD. He 
designed a passbook that women in the program would purchase for five tala to keep track of their 
savings. It would also serve to produce an audit trail. When they deposited money into their 
savings at the weekly meeting, the Center Manager recorded it in their passbook and issued 
receipts. The back office staff then entered amounts from the receipts into a computer program that 
Torres developed. The program updated each woman�s account and generated reports to ensure 
that the funds reconciled with the master savings account at WestPac.  

The costs of operating the savings program were minimal. Each time a woman deposited 
into her account, she paid one tala per transaction. Deposits were limited to a minimum of 10 tala 
both to encourage women to save and to keep down transaction costs at the bank. The savings 
program was designed with two goals in mind: 1) to encourage a culture of savings and 2) to fuel 
the engine of SPBD�s financial sustainability. Both were equally challenging. Torres reflected: 

The hardest thing was convincing the women that it would work because 
they were skeptical. For instance, before I left, I went every day to the 
villages to explain how it worked, asked if they had questions, if it was 
useful. They all said �yes.� But then they did not open accounts. When I left, 
there were only 30 accounts. I thought it would work, but maybe the 
women were thinking �This guy is visiting, so what is going to happen when he 
leaves?’. Maybe they did not think it was for real. The women who opened 
accounts, were the ones who were better off. They would risk it a little 
more. The poorest were more skeptical. 

Skeptics pointed to the cultural problems inherent in launching a savings program in 
Samoa. As a banker explained �[Samoa] is not a savings culture.� They pointed to the high 
borrowing and leverage rates throughout the society due to the strong cultural obligations to fa’a 
lavi lavi and church pressures to donate. According to Leota Laki Lamositele-Sio from the ADB 
Microenterprise Project, Samoan culture �dictates discipline with which Samoans use credit.� The 
Samoan culture is �based on sharing and giving, but we�re out of control.� Andrew Holford from 
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ANZ Bank echoed this concern, �One of the things that I particularly worry about is financial 
literacy. Samoans are perpetual borrowers � and they borrow for purposes other than wealth 
creation. As soon as they get out of a hole, they line up in front of the bank.� He estimated that 80 
percent of take home pay was committed to loan repayment. 

But, according to Lai, the results of the pilot indicated that Samoans had the propensity to 
save, �The prevailing thinking is that people don�t save. Period. What we have proved is that they 
do save. They save in different ways � in small amounts. By introducing a savings program, SPBD 
has become a real microfinance institution. Also this program has improved our relationship with 
the Central Bank, who was suspicious of us at first.� A SPBD client opened a savings program to 
save for her six kids, ranging between the ages of 1 to 17. She commented, �Why did I open it? To 
save for the future, for my kids� education in case I go broke.� She described how she once had a 
bank account with the Bank of Samoa, but withdrew all the money rather than saving it.  

Casagrande shared his thinking on the program, �I�m a believer in micro-savings and 
helping the poor save. The poor get hit much harder during emergencies because they have no 
savings. With this program, the poor can overcome a problem and when that rainy day comes, they 
can get through it.� He, added, however that SPBD had to make adjustments to the fee and 
incentives structure because Center Managers were not motivated to collect savings. 

The new savings program raised many as yet unanswered questions. Would the link 
between savings and SPBD�s financial sustainability prove to be a real one? Was the savings 
product necessary for sustainability? Would the women save in the numbers needed to fund the 
growing loan demand? 

Operational Challenges 

The growth in clients increased the workload of its back office staff, who worked long 
hours, including weekends and evenings, which was rare in Samoa. The hours strained the staff. 
Much of their time was spent fighting with a loan management software that was designed for 
microfinance organizations in Africa and seemed to be ill-suited to SPBD�s needs. As volunteer 
accountant Rod Reagan, a man with over 17 years experience in the insurance business and a 
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), explained �I couldn�t figure out how it applied to us. I couldn�t 
see how it was applicable.� Back office manager Luapene agreed:  

The very hard part of my job is the loan performance system. People from 
overseas designed it. We did not have proper training on it. Every time we 
have an error, we have to get in touch with [Africa] and was more often 
than not inadequate. This system was selected based on our understanding 
that it was a very good system. But the person came here, set up system, 
carried out training for only a few days, and left. The system is new to us. I 
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used to work with very difficult system, but it takes more than three 
months to learn. The time that the person came was not enough. So we 
thought in the very beginning that it would be very easy. Unfortunately, it 
has been almost two years. Now we lose a lot of time because of it.  

Torres designed what he called a �user friendly� program for the savings program that 
would not take more than 30 to 45 minutes for the back office to update. But it was unclear if they 
could handle the increase in workload as the current system continued to create headaches and 
operational inefficiencies.  

Replacing Minh-Huy Lai 

Casagrande had high hopes for SPBD in its next phase. Beyond sustainability, he believed 
that it could be a model for existing and future MFIs in the Pacific Region. He commented:  

We�d like to be seen as being the best microfinance organization in the 
South Pacific region. We�d like to be seen as a cutting edge organization 
achieving financial self sufficiency at a lower level than any other 
organization in the world, among the best with our operating process. We 
want to be seen as a leader in the field.  

Given the founder�s ambitious goals it was important to choose a skilled replacement for 
Lai. Although SPBD had taken great strides to build relationships within Samoa, both Lai and 
Casagrande believed that the next manager needed to be someone with expertise from the outside. 
But financially, SPBD could not afford to compensate the manager at competitive global rates. Lai 
explained: 

For now, we need another palegi manager until this organization breaks 
even. Then, SPBD can have a local manager. The skills that we need to 
manage this organization are very rare�the manager works with the top 
banks and works with the government. And we don�t have that kind of 
money to pay for it. The people on the next level down here don�t have the 
skills. The skills for break even year include being tight on the costs and 
aggressive with business development. A lot of the skills that we need, 
they simply do not exist here.  
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
Part of “12 Decisions” Pledge 
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Figure 3 

 

TAʹUTINOGA 

E MATOU TE TAʹUTINO ATU MA 0 MATOU 

LOTO ATOAATOA E FAʹAPEA, ʺ0 LE A 

MATOU LAGOLAGOINA FUAFUAGA UMA A 

LE SOUTH PACIFIC BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT (SPBD) MO LE MANUIA 0 0 

MATOU AlGA I LE TINO MA LE AGAGA, NEI 

MA A TAEAO.ʺ 

 

PLEDGE 

ʺWE SHALL ONE OUR WHOLE HEARTED 

SUPPORT AND PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO  

THE SOUTH PACIFIC BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT (SPBD) MICRO FINANCE 

PROGRAMS WITH THE VIEW OF IMPROVING 

OUR FAMILIES SOCIAL ECONOMIC 

LIFESTYLE, NOW AND IN THE FUTUREʺ 
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